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So. This is, as they say, it.
[mild edit to remove some information only relevant to the show itself]

Where does this leave us from here? It leaves me having to explain why I'm bringing the show to a 
close, and the reasons are numerous. First of all, I have enjoyed making this show, let's not lose 
sight of that. It reminds me of the days when I would occasionally be allowed behind the DJ decks 
at the Wake Up Screaming clubnight in Cambridge. I haven't done that in five years, and the first 
Hammer Of Retribution was made six months after my last appearance there. The Hammer Of 
Retribution has been a follow-up project to that in many ways. In Cambridge, I would always take 
the first set of the night – where I could get away with the kind of obscure tracks that would appeal 
to a very select audience and not have to pander to all the mainstream bands with their obvious hit 
singles that the entire crowd had heard half a million times before. I had an hour and a half at the 
absolute maximum to try and keep my crowd entertained before the kids would troop in who only 
ever wanted to hear Killing In The Name, Walk, Enter Sandman, Chop Suey, again and again and 
again, and if my crowd went into double figures, I'd consider that a success. Making a podcast, 
which I can leave up on the server for two months, means it's not essential to get hold of it on the 
day of its release. I'd like you to do that, but not everyone does. I mean, it's not a live event, you 
don't have to be there in the right place at the right time. So, I should draw more of a crowd, right? 
For a while, I thought – yes, I have. Take a look, if you will, at the show archive page. Go to 
thorcast.co.uk – you should all know that by now, hit the "archive & track listings" link on the left, 
and you'll see a list of all my shows – along with a record of how many plays each one had on 
Podomatic during its two months on that server, for as long as I've kept that record. Initially, the last 
two shows of 2011 scored over 100 listeners, and I thought – brilliant, I'm happy with that, let's 
keep that going. What you'll then notice is a steady drop-off. As I thought the shows were getting 
better, the number of listeners went the wrong way. Why? What was I doing wrong? At this point, 
the themes for each show were becoming more and more inventive, requiring ever more obscure 
bands to fit those themes – the World Tour was in full swing and it was about to hit Africa and Asia, 
hardly the traditional heartland of metal – and that was going to cause me even more problems. I 
was finding that the show took ever longer to make every month, I had to do more research, more 
script writing, more ripping off YouTube which isn't the trivial process that it sounds, but the more 
effort I put in, the more the people I was trying to catch the attention of, switched off.

A huge part of the problem is, although I can do the research, and I can assemble the show to the 
standards that I hold myself to, I really don't care for the social side of it. I know I need to go out 
there and shout it loud from the hills to anyone and everyone who will listen – and maybe those 
who won't listen. But I don't. I have at least a 32-year-long track record of being relentlessly 
unsociable and it's going to take another three decades to shake that off, at least. Social networking 
is the bane of my life. Originally, in the time where I got the 100 listeners, I would make one of 
those "events" on Faceache, even though it wasn't an "event" as such, it was just me inviting those 
who I thought would be interested to give my show a listen with all the effort that I'd put into it. But 
things changed on Faceache. It evolved to show all those who were declining my invites, as well as 
those who'd accepted. It evolved to grey out those who no longer allowed me to send invites to 
those events in the first place. It said to me, very clearly, you are spamming, you are nothing but a 
nuisance, you're a pain in the arse, fuck off. Charming, I thought these people were my friends. So I 
stopped doing the events. Faceache's goalposts shifted again. I always post the link to each show on 
my all so those who aren't subscribed to the Hammer Of Retribution page can see it. But it seems 
that the powers that be there want me to cough up about a hundred US dollars per post in order for a 
decent number of people to see it. It seems that links can get lost at the behest of Zuckerberg and his 
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little wizards, and I find that I'm totally reliant on that fleeting moment from when I make the post 
to it disappearing off the bottom of the screen if I want to catch any of the people who don't read 
their entire news feed – if, indeed, that post appeared at all.

It really came to a head at the end of 2012. It had been a year in which I had lost one of my sources 
of publicity, that dark corner of the internet whose worst elements I had finally lost patience with 
after being sorely tested for at least two years, and at the end the whole thing was thrown into 
chaos. You may remember I didn't have enough space on Podomatic to carry the Brucie Bonus 
show without deleting one of the current shows at the time, which were the Widescreen Edition 
from November, and the Tolkien show from December. Those were, I still say, the best shows I've 
ever done. And yet, the listening figures they were drawing were sorely disappointing. I'd thrown 
everything at them, everything I had, and still – look at the archive page – 46 and 33 listeners 
respectively. That's miserable! Are you seriously telling me that the first attempt at an end-of-year 
show had been three times as good as that, when December 2011's show that got 100-plus listeners 
mainly consisted of me grumbling about the rampant consumerism of that time of year when 
everyone scuttles around buying presents that nobody wants? Seriously, is that what they're telling 
me? It got worse. When I made that Brucie Bonus show, all I could do to promote it via Podomatic 
was use one of their minicasts, which was designed to be a short slideshow with sound in the 
background. I made it, I made it clear that it told of the location of the Brucie Bonus show, very, 
very clearly, so surely my regular listeners would get it. I posted the link on the Faceache page, and 
on the Hammer Of Retribution Page... do you know how many listeners I had?

Four.

That's right, four.

The seeds of doubt had not just been sown in my mind, they were fed a ton of Miracle-Gro and 
almost instantly had sprouted into weeds with thorns and poison and carnivorous traps. I could no 
longer trust the listening figures that I was being shown. How many of those mere 33 people who 
had listened to that Tolkien show in December were real people, and how many of them had been 
bots that were automatically browsing that page and were physically unable to listen? I can't tell. 
Three of them must have been genuine – Keri, Paul and Lennard, who always grab the show, no 
matter what. I've had the occasional comment from others that says, yes, I have listened to this 
show, but still, never will I be able to tell for real how many people have sat up and paid attention to 
my efforts. I know I shouldn't worry abut it too much – it's almost like making a mixtape for a 
friend, or even a potential girlfriend – you know, the way it used to be in the old days. That will, 
likely as not, have had a total listenership of one, unless the tape was handed around, and it would 
be a maximum of 90 minutes long. I'm already doing a lot better than that. But I could never help 
thinking that I was putting in far too much effort for far too little reward. So the decision to stop the 
show was made as far back as early January, before the Unlucky For Christians show was released 
in the middle of that month. The reason I've gone on until August was because 40 shows looked like 
the best place to stop, it's a nice round number, it'd be after festival season, and I had enough theme 
ideas to keep going until then. So I went onwards, this far, and announced the end of the show with 
enough time for my regulars to brace themselves.

There's also the problem that I've been looking at a major life upheaval, and I'm not the only one 
that's happening to. It's all connected with the fact that I much prefer anti-social networking, as I've 
alluded to before. Back in March, though, a perfect storm of negative events all conspired to make 
me think that I'd now drifted so far away from those people that I called friends in both Cambridge 
and Nottingham and, maybe, I was better off completely uprooting myself from all the contacts I'd 
ever made and I should start again, somewhere that I am a complete unknown, from square one. I 
knew what that would mean, most likely, it would be that I had to become a recluse for the rest of 



my life, and although I can still see the appeal of that, it's not conducive to making a popular 
podcast. Plus, were I to stop this show, I knew that would be a release from the last reason why I 
was forced to keep a presence on any social network, particularly one that was practically urging 
me to fall out with a whole host of people I'd known and been friendly with for over a decade.

So having disseminated my plans, I had a message from Keri O'Shea, whose contribution to this 
show you've already heard, and she asked me, could I not be so rash because her life was heading 
into turmoil as well and the last thing she needed was someone she could count on – i.e. me – 
abandoning her as well. In fact, I could say the same thing, vice versa. At the time, Keri had just 
offered to take over the Hammer Of Retribution Twitter feed, she is a great advocate of Twitter 
whereas I never have been. Keri said it was possible to make the show a success if I found the 
people I needed to find via Twitter, and suggested a whole list of people I should make contact with.
But I saw no difference between this and the events pages that I'd been making on Faceache that I 
was convinced had been seen as a nuisance, and were making a lot of people not like me, so I took 
it no further. So, having made the decision to call this show to a halt, the idea was that I would only 
bring it back once my life was properly back on track, as it really isn't at the moment, and when 
Keri had done the same, whereby I would appoint her a Chief Publicity Officer, because that is what 
I need to happen. Carl Pickles is the sort of person who can do this on his own. He's made the Wyrd 
Ways Rock Show a success off his own back, it gets 20,000 listeners a week, or so he tells us, on a 
multitude of different channels. That's never been an option to me, so I can only offer my apologies 
to those who have become enamoured of my show without the need for me to have the kind of 
personality to make it a big hit. I don't ask for much, I don't ask for anywhere near what Carl's got; 
100 regular listeners would be grand, 200 would be immense, and at that point I think I'd have to 
pay Podomatic for the bandwidth. And of course if that were to happen, I'd have to know that it was 
worth my money.

I suppose I can summarise by saying that, to be a successful metal podcaster, you need three 
essential qualities. You have to be enthusiastic, you have to be knowledgeable, and you have to be 
sociable. Carl is, without a doubt, all three of those. But I am only two, and I will only ever be two.


